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Our Ethos

'be the best version of
you'

The Elite Clinic is one of the most popular clinics in the

Solihull area. Founded by two nurses, Becky and Manda

Ketch, who are not only business partners but sisters too.

We founded our business with one goal in mind - to create

the best, most natural looking enhancements, making our

clients feel the very best version of themselves. 

Nothing makes us happier than, seeing others happy and

beaming with confidence. Our Skin Care Clinic offers a

luxury, clinical and private setting for all your needs. Located

within a period property in the quaint village of Knowle,

Solihull.

All our treatments and products are medically approved,

and we strive to understand and exceed our patients’

expectations. Ready to embark on a beautiful journey with

us?



Treatments

Anti-Ageing

We have a variety of treatments to achieve your goals,

whether that is to look 'fresher', rewind time, improve your

skin or simply feel your best. 

All treatments are done to the highest of standards, using

high quality products, results driven and to make you feel as

comfortable as possible. 

We have a range of treatments including:

Anti-ageing treatments

Aesthetic enhancements

Medical skincare

Semi-permanent makeup

Skin treatments

Sometimes, it can be difficult to know exactly what

treatment you would benefit from, in order to achieve your

goals. 

We would encourage you to book a consultation, where we

can discuss your goals and  put together a bespoke

treatment plan for you.

We all see changes over time, whether that's a few lines that

weren't there before or just feeling 'tired' .

We specialise in natural looking enhancements, where you

can achieve your anti-ageing goals but still look like 'you'.

We believe when it comes to anti-ageing, there is no 'one

size fits all', the ageing process is individual and there are

lots of things to take into consideration. Such as skin laxity,

volume, bone and muscular changes.

 It's essential when working to a natural goal, we take all

these factors into consideration. This creates the best, long

lasting, natural looking results



Anti-Ageing Treatments
We have a variety of ways to treat your anti-

ageing goals from:

Skin boosters (redensity)

Skin bio-remodellers (profhilo)

Anti-wrinkle Injections (Botox)

Injectable Hyaluronic acid fillers (Juvederm

Vycross/RHA)

Anti-ageing Facials (Alumier/Hydrafacials)

Find out more about each individual treatment

on our website:

www.theeliteclinic.com/treatments

Not sure what you need? Book online for a

personal consultation and treatment plan

Our designated nurse will discuss the best

option for you, common areas we treat are:

Smokers lines

Fuller lips

Under eye hollows

Jowls

Non-surgical Rhinoplasty

Frown/Forehead Lines

Crows feet

Lines on the lips

Skin tightening

Skin brightening

Age spots

Lip volume

Rejuvenate eyes

Full facial rejuvenation

Mid face changes

Lowerface/Jawline changes

We have a variety of treatments available to

meet your needs.

http://www.theeliteclinic.com/treatments


Skincare

'Skin you dont need to cover up...'

For us skin is one of the most important foundations to any

goal. Whether you have an anti-ageing goal, chronic

medical skin condition or just want a general 'glow". We

have a solution for you.

We work closely with you to achieve your goals, and there is

no better feeling that having the skin you have always

dreamed of.

The skincare industry can be a minefield, therefore it's vital

you have a consultation beforehand. Where we will put

together a personal skin prescription, using medical grade

"Alumier' skin products. See instant improvements in your

skin with the homecare, and accelerate those results with in

clinic treatments.

Skin concerns we commonly treat in clinic:

Acne

Rosacea

Hyperpigmentation

Anti-Ageing

Sensitised Skin

Age Spots

Psoriasis

Skin tone improvement

Pore control

Breakout prone

Age prevention

General skin improvement



Skin Treatments
We have a variety of skin solutions, to help you

to achieve your goals from:

Prescribed Medical grade Homecare

Hydrafacials

Alumier Facials

Alumier Skin Peels

Skin Boosters (injectable)

Not sure what you would benefit from? Book

in for a consultation with one of our

designated skin specialists to put you

together a treatment plan and skin

prescription. 

Semi-permanent makeup
Want to wake up makeup free? Whether that's from fuller eyebrows

with beautiful natural strokes, a smudge free lipstick or tear proof

eyeliner. We have plenty of options when it comes to makeup. As we

believe the best thing is to be able to save time in the morning and

'get up and glow'

Our specialist nurse and semi permanent makeup artist Becky, will

discuss your treatment goals. She will look at the colours of makeup

you normally wear, discuss the natural tones that will suit your

complexion and even mix up a colour match to your favourite lipstick.



SPMU treatments

Semi permanent makeup can be used to treat a range of

concerns such as:

Brows:

Sparse eye brow hair

Loss of hair (from medical treatment/hormonal)

Uneven Brows

Time saving of not having to draw on

Lips:

Lips appear fuller

Smudge free

Balance natural cool tones 

Define lip shape

Colour match favourite lips stick

EyeLiner/Lash enhancement:

Eye lashes appear thicker

Defined lash line

Save time not having to do eye makeup

We have a range of treatments to achieve your goals, all

colours are mixed bespoke for you, and goals will be

discussed in full detail as part of your consultation.

Treatments are:

MIcroblading Eyebrows (hair-like strokes)

Powder Brows (Powder like)

Combo Brows (mix of microblading and powder)

Eye liner (top/ bottom/both)

Lash line enhancement

Lip Blush 

Not sure what you would benefit from? Book in for a

consultation with our desigated SPMU artist Becky.

Semi-permanent 
makeup



Thank You
We look forward to helping
you, achieve your goals
If you require any further information, about any of our

treatments do refer to our website on :

theeliteclinic.com/treatments. 

You will be able to book via the website. 

If your not sure what you would benefit from, please 

book in for a consulation and one of our experts would

 be happy to help 

The Elite Clinic
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Anti-ageing hyaluronic acid filler 
Lip enhancement from -£290
Midface rejuvenation from-£580
Tear trough from- £395
Non surgical lift from- £1500
Lower Lift  from -£800
Non-surgical Rhinoplasty-£595

Botox
1area- £200
2 areas - £250
3 areas- £300

Skin Boosters
Profhilo- £580
Profhilo maintenance-£290
Redensity skin booster- £290
Redensity skin (3 weeks)-£200

Semi permanent makeup
Lips -£390
Eyebrows-£390
Eyeliner-£390

Facials
Hydrafacials - £130
Hydrafacial perk/boost- £165
Skin Peels (Radiance)- £95
Skin Peels (Glow)- £130 

Price List


